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NORTHWESTERN MICHIGAN COLLEGE

WHITE PINE PICKLE
We pay homage to the mighty and bountiful cucumber harvest.

NMC Students accidentally approve hate group
IEAGLEBONES BENNET AND JAMES TIBERIUS HARPER

Director of First Impressions and Senior Producer

A new student group has been approved for funding 
fter a petition was circulated throughout the NMC 
campus. The group, modeled after the Westboro Baptist 
Church, requested funding from the Student Government 
Association last week, but the SGA was unsure if granting 
funding to the group would be too controversial.

According to a spokesman of student government, SGA 
asked prospective group members to create a petition to 
allow the group’s creation in order to ensure that the move 
would be acceptable to a majority of the student body, 
assuming it would not receive enough signatures to pass.
The result was an almost unanimous approval of the idea—a 
phenomenon that has left even those who signed the petition 
flabbergasted.

“I remember signing a petition, but I guess I just didn’t 
even read it,” said one student.

Ewan Gregory, a second-year French major, also expressed 
confusion when asked about the petition, which he signed.
“I thought WBC was about a new intramural baseball 
league,” he said.

Opposition for the group’s newfound existence was nearly 
as instantaneous as the confusion amongst those who signed 
the petition that allowed it. Already, the outrage from NMC 
students that NMC students would allow such a group to 
exist has led the SGA to respond, citing first amendment 
rights and equal opportunity for all students to freely hate 
other people for their beliefs on both sides of the issue.

“Look, we don’t like this any more than anyone else,” said 
a member of SGA who wished to remain anonymous. “But 
we’re still glad we live in a country with free speech. And 
free speech means that people are allowed to be jerks if they 
want. They’re even allowed to sign petitions without reading

them.”
SGA has agreed to fund the group with an undisclosed 

portion of their $60,000 budget, but has specified one 
stipulation: the member(s) may not use hate speech during 
their protests.

“But I’m not sure how I can possibly protest without 
using hate speech,” complained Jaime Phelps, the group’s 
president (and so far its sole member). “I mean, that’s what 
we do. It’s like, our whole thing. How am I supposed to get 
attention now?”

Phelps plans to picket against such classes as Intro to 
Human Sexuality, Eastern Religions, Contemporary Ethical 
Dilemmas, International Relations, Public Speaking, and 
Aikido class, although he’s not confident that he’ll get the 
reaction he’s looking for.

\V/A IJ Contents of this NMC Pickle issue contain ficticious information and are for entertainment
W/Vlxil ill vJ 2 purposes only. May cause sudden outbursts of laughter and momentary doubts of reality.

P3 - PROFESSOR PUNCHES STUDENTS
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No shirt, no shoes, no dice!
I JANE SMITH

Int'l Client Relations Manager

Administration has decreed a 
Dress Code Reform at NMC. Along 
with plaguing reforms such as gun 
control and healthcare, dress code has 
been a vexing topic on the minds of 
many Americans, particularly college 
administrators. As of late, students 
have become increasingly unaware of 
clothing choices, and administration 
has had enough of such apathy.

The new NMC dress code requires 
students to be dressed like civilized 
beings, or in politically correct terms, 
business casual attire. Sorry fellow 
students, no more pajamas, ripped 
jeans, or hotpants. If college is to be 
preparatory training for the workforce, 
should the dress code not procure to

professional standards?
That is the logic behind the

decision from NMC’s Board of 
Directors, finalized late Monday night. 
Faculty and staff alike anticipate the 
much-needed change, and feel both 
college students and the community 
will benefit. Policy will enter full 
implementation during finals week, 
Monday, April 29. Those who fail 
to comply will receive automatic 
failure of classes. Dress code is serious 
business, and of great importance to 
students who wish to succeed in life. 
See the full description of the dress 
code at nmc.edu/dresscode for more 
details.
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Buffalo stampede stops traffic
I EAGLEBONES BENNET

Director of First Impressions

Chaos reigned yesterday when a herd of 
buffalo stampeded from their field on U.S. 31 
onto the highway during heavy traffic. Drivers 
were surprised to see 27 buffalo enter the road 
during a break in traffic, and just stop there. As 
vehicles screeched to a halt, there were sever
al fender-benders. Those who were in accidents 
say they plan to sue the owner of the buffalo, 
Will Bailey, because the animals are penned in 
by a simple split-rail fence, which, in hindsight, 
seems like a strikingly inadequate barrier.

“They just don’t usually cross it,” Bailey said 
when questioned about why he didn’t have 
a stronger fence around his grazing lands. “I 
mean, they’re pretty docile ... they just stand 
around eating grass all day, and ... I mean we 
just never thought they’d have any interest in 
running into the street.”

After several unsuccessful attempts by Bailey 
and several animal control officers to herd the 
animals back into their field, buffalo whisper
er Shelly Romero was called in to help. Romero 
quickly managed to contain the herd by playing

the Bob Marley song “Buffalo Soldier” over and 
over while speaking words of comfort and assur
ance to each buffalo.

While Bailey is uncertain what caused the 
animals to bolt, Romero says they told her their 
stampede was actually a protest against air pol
lution.

“They’re just tired of breathing in all that 
nasty, bad air, you know?” Romero said. “All 
those cars, all those fumes ... it really clutters up 
their auras. And it’s smelly. They say it’s smelly.”

Bailey has said he will erect a stronger 
fence—one that is made of super-heavy-gauge 
steel and is electrified. Additionally, due to ne
gotiations between Bailey and the buffalo (via 
Romero), a line of trees will be planted along 
the fence to act as a sort of air filter for the herd. 
Bailey has also agreed to join activist groups that 
push for cleaner-burning fuels for cars. Romero 
feels confident that the buffalo will not stam
pede again if their concern about air pollution is 
taken seriously.

“They just wanted to be heard,” Romero said.

jL Like us on A
Facebook EJ

photo courtesy/Flickr
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Two-punch policy questioned after professor levels arguing students

I JAMES TIBERIUS HARPER
Senior Producer

An isolated incident occurred 
Wednesday morning involving an in
class disagreement between two students 
and their professor.

Mark Ross, a long-time faculty 
member of NMC from the 
communications department, has come 
under some scrutiny for his less-than- 
traditional handling of a potentially 
serious situation in his class. Eyewitness 
accounts of the incident have described 
the altercation as being “necessary,” 
“fast,” and “awesome.”

“It was like watching an Evil Dead 
version of Ultimate Pride Fighting,” said 
a student from the class who was present 
during the altercation.

Multiple witnesses have claimed that 
the situation began when the students

in question were arguing about a 
combination of abortion, gun control, 
both the death penalty and euthanasia, 
the legitimacy of Barack Obama’s 
presidency, and sex education for fourth- 
graders.

“Everything was just fine and dandy 
until someone threw a pocket Bible 
across the classroom,” said another 
student. “Things kind of got out of 
hand after that.”

And escalate it did.
Once the students began to approach 

each other with a clear intent of physical 
confrontation, the professor attempted 
to break up the fight before it began. 
However, when Ross positioned himself 
between the students, both of them 
threw their first punches at each other at

the exact same time, causing Ross to be 
hit by both students.

After being struck twice, Ross entered 
what can only be described as “tactical” 
mode, where within three to five seconds 
he had both students pinned to the 
floor, one in the “guillotine” position of 
jiu-jitsu and the other with a knee to the 
back of the neck.

According to the NMC rulebook, 
all faculty members must abide by a 
complex and strict code of conduct 
when faced with altercations of a violent 
nature. The “two-punch” policy allows 
professors to strike back when hit twice, 
but does not specify whether the strikes 
have to come from a single student.

“This is an issue of basic classroom 
procedure,” said Greg Warhol, assistant

deputy director of campus security. “If 
the students did instigate the physical 
aspect of the confrontation, the question 
is not whether they had or had not 
thrown the first punches, but whether it 
proceeded to escalate from there.”

At this time, no charges have been 
filed from either of the students, both 
of whom were admitted to the hospital 
shortly after the situation was resolved 
by Ross’ bare fists. It is assumed the 
students will not be pursuing any 
financial compensation from the college, 
and have reportedly taken to referring to 
themselves as ‘Betties’ under their own 
accord.

MAKE HIM THE ONLY 
THING ON YOUR MIND.

SHOW HIM YOU CARE. 
GET TESTED TODAY.

April is GYT (Get Yourself Tested) Month. 

$50 STD testing package available at 

Planned Parenthood of West and 

Northern Michigan health centers. Eight 

locations including Traverse City. Make an 

appointment today.

Planned
Ifj Parenthood
1Care. No matter what.

Planned Parenthood of 
West and Northern Michigan

1.800.230.PLAN (7526) 

ppwnm.org

Punch Two
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INNNNVAAASIONNN!!!!!
I VIOLET TRAVINO

Quality Control Expert

On Sunday, April 21, an alien invasion took place at 
NMC. At 10:45 a.m. spaceships were seen coming from 
the sky. Sonja Olshove, a professor at NMC, said her first 
thought was “Is it the Blue Angels?” Many people stopped 
and stared, but when it became clear that these ships 
were not from our planet, they all ran for cover. Olshove 
said, “I was telling everybody to run for cover and I got 
under my car because the aliens were looking down from 
above.” As NMC security guards were trying to help 
people, government vehicles pulled up with military 
personnel. The aliens had guns that shot nets, which they 
used to capture people. Once they had people, the aliens 
threw them into waiting ships. “I was crying and scared to 
death. I was texting my family to make sure they were all 
OK,” Olshove said.

The aliens seem to have only been interested in 
tracking humans, as all who were captured were ejected 
from the ships a short time later with tracking bands 
around their ankles, much like those used to observe 
African wild dogs. None of the aliens were caught 
or killed, according to a statement given by Thomas

Jefferson, who was taken down shortly after by Abraham 
Lincoln with his silvered ax.

An aviation student spotted crop circles in NMC’s 
stand of pines near Scholars Hall. They actually appeared 
several weeks before, but nobody ever goes over there, so 
they were not spotted until after the invasion.

On the subject of the alien spacecraft, Aaron Cook, 
NMC’s director of Aviation, said “NASA has helped

introduce many technologies to the world like solar cells, 
GPS, and cell phones. Many people are unaware of what 
crashed UFOs have also brought us. We learned a lot 
about their propulsion systems when reverse engineered. 
For example the Flux Capacitor and the Dyson bladeless 
fan. We learned that many UFOs use the bladeless fan 
technology to get up to 88 miles per hour, then turn 
on the Flux Capacitor for hyper sonic travel.” Similar 
technology has also apparently enabled aliens to travel 
faster than the speed of light.

At this time, the government has issued an “Alien 
Invasion” warning to all of America, and other countries 
are quickly following suit. People are to stay in their 
houses, and if they must go outside for any reason, they 
are to use extreme caution. Alien invasion emergency 
kits—which include such necessities as adhesive bandages, 
aluminum foil, toothpicks, laundry soap, and canned 
bacon—are available at every store and gas station 
nationwide.

OMG! Texting language class at NMC
ISITA OZKAYNAK ~ — ~

Verticle Transport Engineer

NMC, starting fall of 2013, is going 
to offer a new class called, Texting 
Lingo. This class will focus on all the 
abbreviations, acronyms, shorthand, 
and slang most often used in texting or 
online chatting. NMC hopes this class 
will close the language gap between 
young and middle-age students.

This class is perfect for parents with 
teenage children. Not only will parents 
be able to decode the text messages from 
their children but they will also be able 
to fit in with the younger crowd. The 
skills acquired from taking this class 
will also set up parents with the ability 
to better protect their children. Parents

with the competence to decode their 
children’s 
text messages 
will be aware 
of potential 
inappropriate 
conversations 
taking place 
between their 
children and 
others.

Another 
benefit to 
this class is 
the deeper
connection that may arise between the

young and middle-aged students. Being 
able to understand each 
other in a conversation 
will help promote 
understanding and 
cooperation between 
the two age groups. 
“This class is a great 
opportunity for 
students of all ages to 
explore and understand 
this new language that 
has emerged. I think 
students will enjoy 
and embrace this new

class with open minds,” said an NMC

professor. “Hopefully they will take 
what they learn and apply it to the real 
world.”

The younger crowd is seeing this 
class as a place that they can finally 
be themselves. One NMC student 
said, “This is a great idea! I always use 
shorthand and my professors never 
know what I’m saying. I have even been 
marked down on a paper for using text 
lingo. I was like, WTF?”

Think You Might Be Pregnant? 

You Can Know For Sure!

^Pregnancy 
Care Center

Pregnancy Tests & Confirmation 
Information on Abortion & Pregnancy

All Services Free & Confidential

CONTACT US:
121 S. Garfield Ste C, Traverse City
231-929-3488
www.know4sure.org

Susan Soffredine Rauser, Agent
3760 N US 31 S

Located directly across from Meijer 
and south of Big Boy! 

Traverse City, Ml 49684

Come in for 
a test save.

Bus: 231-421-9596 
susan.rauser.u83x@statefarm.com 
Monday-Thursday 8:30AM - 7RM 

Friday 8:30AM - 5PM 
Saturday 9:00AM - 4PM

Total average savings of *480'
I’d love to show you some new ways to make your car 
insurance dollars work harder.
Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there*
CALL FOR A QUOTE 24/7.

Hi estate Farm
’Average annual household savings based on national 2010 survey of new policyholders who reported savings by switching to State Farm. 

P090115.1 State Farm Mutual Automobile insurance Company, State Farm indemnity Company, Bloomington, IL
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PUTIN TO VISIT NMC
I JANE SMITH

International Client Relations Manager

TRAVERSE CITY-Russian President 
Vladimir Putin has scheduled a visit 
to the United States, specifically for 
an appearance at NMC’s Milliken 
Auditorium. Putin is an active advocate 
of humanitarian rights and equality, 
a passion he acquired while achieving 
lieutenant colonel status in the Soviet 
KGB. The communist regime, it turns 
out, was a socialist effort to finally bring 
equality to people of the world, but 
was rudely interrupted by American 
intervention, causing it to completely 
disintegrate in 1991.

Such barbarous U.S. action has 
convinced Putin that Americans are 
against equality for all, and that they 
want the unfortunate to suffer. Putin 
knows community colleges, specifically 
NMC, hold America’s intelligentsia, 
waiting to be liberated from such 
primeval practices. Thus, he is making

an effort to bring equality and reciprocal 
respect to the United States, through the 
extremely gifted and undiscovered ranks 
at NMC.

While serving as the KGB’s lieutenant 
colonel for 16 years, Putin discovered 
the importance of diversity and support 
for independent thought through 
persistent encouragement of equal rights 
and opportunity for all. The Soviet 
Socialist system put every individual at 
the same status: Every citizen received 
equal pay, unparalleled educational 
opportunity, and governmental support. 
No longer were the poverty-stricken left 
to perpetuate the vicious cycle into the 
next generation, but were given a fresh 
start. This is the type of social reform 
Putin hopes to see happen in the U.S. 
and all around the world as a result of 
his social revival.

Though the goals of the Soviet

Socialists have been hindered for over 
20 years, Putin remains convinced that 
the struggle of the proletariat is not 
over. Through serving as the Russian 
president and Prime Minister for 
multiple terms, Putin has made a clear 
effort to return Russia to the equality 
it experienced under the Soviet regime. 
This noble man needs YOUR HELP to 
bring humanitarian rights and equality 
to this world. To learn more of his five- 
year plan, and to become inspired to 
finally bring peace to the world, attend 
Putin’s appearance at 10 a.m. on April 
26 at Milliken Auditorium. This will 
be a special event held on the 27th 
anniversary of the Chernobyl Disaster, 
commemorating all the great things 
communists have accomplished, and the 
hope there is in the future.

NEWS 05

Much to the surprise of the White Pine 
Press, Putin arrived mere minutes after 
this article was written

Great Lakes declared a reservoir for polar ice melt
I JOHNATHAN HENRY KERBY-MILLER III 1

Chief Trouble Maker

The Global Climate Change 
Alliance, or GCCA, has come to the 
unanimous decision that global warming 
is happening, and is no longer their 
problem.

ExxonMobil has announced a new, 
highly controversial plan to abate 
the effects of global warming: the 
construction of a pipeline from the 
Arctic Circle to the Great Lakes. As a 
result, when the polar ice melts it will 
go into the Midwest instead of leading 
to rising ocean levels. They call this 
plan the Strategic Homeland Action for 
Terraformation. At a press conference, 
Exxon-Mobil CEO and founder 
Benjamin Pierce said to reporters, “We 
here at this company are proud to be 
SHAFTing America’s Heartland over the 
next century.”

With record low water levels reported 
in the Great Lakes, officials call it a 
“win-win scenario.”

“It’s mostly freshwater frozen in 
the caps, this way it will go towards 
something useful instead of flooding 
coastal regions.” The plan has come 
under scrutiny for not including 
anything that will try and prevent 
climate change by reducing the carbon 
footprint. ExxonMobil execs responded 
by saying it is “not cost-effective,” that 
“climate change is unproven,” and 
“what’s carbon?”

This response was a PR movement 
by the company called the WIC 
committee, which stands for “What 
is Carbon?” Exxon is hoping to put a

more public-friendly face on the water 
pipeline. When asked for an outside 
scientific opinion on the matter, officials 
said, “We have contacted several 
scientists on the matter, but they 
have yet to return our calls.”

Of course, environmental 
groups nationwide are not taking 
this lying down. Rumor specialist 
and Ph.D. Michael Robertson 
said, “Tree huggers from Portland 
to Providence quickly abandoned 
whatever frogs or sea turtles they 
were trying to save to form an 
impenetrable drum circle around 
the northern coast of Lake 
Superior.”

By moving such a massive 
amount of water, the days are 
calculated to be 20 minutes 
shorter by the next century due 
to the shift of 4.58xlOA16 metric 
tons of water. And the Great 
Lakes are not nearly big enough 
to contain all that water, so there 
will be some flooding. But the 
executives have already planned 
for that. Last month, they 
finalized the sale of the Sugar 
Loaf Ski Resort, anticipating 
the day it will become a luxury 
island yoga retreat. This caused a 
massive uproar among Michigan 
residents, most of whom don’t 
like yoga. For their trouble, the 
company has offered to buy a 
houseboat for anyone displaced 
in the creation of the yoga island.

“I’m personally looking forward to 
the SHAFT project,” says Michigan 
native Heather Durocher. “We’ll all live

on the water like that one Kevin Costner 
movie.”

to do? what should I tell/vnat am I going

him? how do I get medical care? can I

stay in school? should i keep my baby? 
what about adoption?

For free, confidential 
answers to your questions 
about being pregnant, call 
Child and Family Services at
800.538.9984

of Northwestern Michigan

Strengthening the Fabric of the Family Since 1937
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Why? Just why?
We never left the good old "1 once ate an acorn." "To be working on the Detroit "We listen to "You realize that you have

days." River." Christmas music during to be independent."

—CALEB FUNK Thanksgiving."
—PETER MELICHAR

Avaition
—ROBERT ARNONE

—DAVID VANHORN
—DEBBIE BROCKETTE

Illustration Maritime (Deck)
Social Work

Visual Communication

The wonderful world of Rumors
I THE DOCTOR

President

Let nobody say otherwise: journalism isn’t easy. Consciously recognizing a good news 
story, getting all of the important details jotted down in seconds, aligning those into a 
printable story in minutes—it’s a tough process, and having to actively hunt for stories makes 
it no simpler. Some journalists have more natural talent than others, but the art of snaring a 
good “scoop,” as some journalistic veterans call them, is fine and can require years of training 
to get down to a science. But the aspiring journalist need not fear, for he or she has a friend, 
one that exists naturally in the jungles of human society: Vitis-uvarum reptilia, the Common 
Rumor.

Far more easily hunted than the ever-evasive Breaking Story (Novus nuntius), Rumors are 
abundant, conspicuous, and far from shy. They can be found in droves near places of frequent 
conversation, tending to favor areas populated by humans described as “gossipy” or “catty,” 
and those who partake in the activity known as “kiss-and-tell.” Another good opportunity 
is to find them at parties, to which Rumors are known to flock from their nearby burrows 
to frolic amid the fumes of alcohol and raging hormones, which affect them as catnip does a 
feline.

It is said that the easiest way to catch a Rumor involves a barrel, a bag of marbles, some 
earwigs, an Apple computer and a small corkscrew, but more recent research has revealed that 
Rumors are quite curious, and can easily be lured into one’s open hands when baited with a 
loaded question. A simple game of “truth or dare” will attract as many Rumors as a seance 
will poltergeists, and provides ample opportunity for an entire group of people to catch one 
each for him- or herself. A journalist with any amount of talent can easily capture three or 
four at any such event.

This is great news for journalists, as the alchemical resources to be harvested from even 
one Common Rumor are many, including everything from concrete foundation materials— 
e.g. headlines and opening paragraphs—to more subtle elements of journalism, like context. 
Other uses have been found in entertainment media as well. Some people have even found 
ways to weaponize components of the Rumor, with results ranging from persuasion to

the simple multiplication of further Rumors. While it is clear that Rumors are far from 
endangered, they comprise a vital portion of the social ecosystem, and their reproduction is 
never an unwelcome development.

With so many fantastic uses for the Rumor, great numbers of scientists and explorers have 
sought out the creatures’ main habitat, likely for the purpose of securing greater fortune. As of 
yet, this has proven to be unfruitful. Some scientists insist that Rumors originated around 400 
B.C. and have resulted in the development of religion, and so seek them out in the Middle 
East and in the modernized portions of Mesopotamia, though this theory is likely regarded 
as hearsay spread by the Rumor population as a means of self-preservation. Still others claim 
that it was a kindly Rumor who whispered the secrets of the wheel to the earliest of men, and 
that the species should be left unbothered, its homeland being inconsequential. The majority 
of speculation, however, has it that the original Rumor bloodline has found homes under the 
primary governmental buildings of each nation.

Some Rumor-mongers, however, seek rather to eradicate the rumor, even while they use 
its components to their own devices. This is usually a result of the confusion of the Common 
Rumor with Common Drama (Histrionus reptilia), an amorphous creature with no real 
singularity or plurality, being simply a sort of conscious, parasitic ooze that coats its victims in 
a light layer of osmotic slime, extracting frustration and sorrow—its primary food sources— 
from them through a slow, painful process. This confusion is likely due to two causes: 1) the 
shared penchant of both species for conversation, alcohol, and hormones; and 2) the fact that 
the Drama tends to feed on Rumors to strengthen itself, and thus the Rumor is often found 
coated in a thin film of Drama and is thought to secrete it.

The fact, though, is that Rumors are wonderful. They make the world go round, and bring 
humanity all sorts of great societal changes, acting as fuel for propaganda, war, and other 
revolutionary factors and processes. To learn more about the Common Rumor and how you 
can help it continue to thrive, go to www.foxnews.com.
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Solve for x.

ACROSS 
1 Wynonna or

Naomi of oountry 
music

5 “Doctor Zhivago” 
heroine

9 Files opened with 
Adobe, for short

13 Licked cookie
14 Underage person
15 La Scala 

showstopper
16 'Comforter-and- 

sheets set for a 
large mattress, 
say

19 Enter gingerly
20 Bigfoot cousin
21"__Miserables”
22 *Gaga way to be

in love
25 Follow one’s new 

job, in Reaitorese
26 “Cheerio!”
27 Sci-fi vehicle: 

Abbr.
30 Attention from Dr. 

Mom
32 Answers an 

invite, for short
36 'Big tourist draw
41 Movie trailer, e.g.
42 Sun, in Spain
43 Sea shocker
44 Hieroglyphic 

snakes
47 Lovers’ spat, say 
50 ’Industry-

spanning work 
stoppage

55 Right-angle 
piece

56 Pamplona 
runner

57 Professor’s 
security

59 Simon Says 
relative, and a 
hint to what 
happens after the 
starts of 16-, 22-, 
36- and 50- 
Across

62 Shade provider
63 In_ : mad
64 Not right in the 

l¥!«1
65 “Auld Lang ”
66 Nevada gambling 

city
67 Auto repair figs.

Crossword

DOWN
1 Comic’s delivery
2 Dickens villain 

Heep
3 Like a thicket
4 Folded corner
5 Tina’s ‘30 Rock” 

role
6 “...for__ , a

tooth...”
7 Poet Frost
8 Franklin of soul
9 Hippie’s digs

10 Dentist’s tool
11 Traffic violation 

consequences
12 Slumps
14 Camera maker 

that merged witl 
Konica

17 Fries, for one
18 Coke Zero 

competitor
23 Battery unit
24 Sunup point
27 Baseball official
28 Gary Larson’s

‘The__ Side”
29 Pedro’s peeper 
31 Dol. parts
33 Compete
34 “The Raven” poet
35 NBC sketch show

37 Yemen 
neighbor

38 Met, as a difficult 
challenge

39 Decays
40 Somewhat
45 Like political 

hawks
46 “Hell is other 

people" French 
dramatist

48 At no charge

49 Big operatic 
ending

50 Morning__ : flower
51 DeGeneres’s 

sitcom
52 Actress Lindsay
53 Praise
54 Straight up
55 Young newts 
58 Greek Cupid
60 Golfer Trevino
61 Self-importance

WILL
THERE BE 
ZOMBIE??

IN THE VIDEO 
SAME? THERE'? 

ALWAY? 
zombie?.

FOUR ANP A HALF HORSEMEN OF THE APOCALYPSE

?HENEM AN™8**® ®iVICK

The Pest 
Mouies, Popcorn, 

Screen, and Sound 
Right Downtown!

Make a Date at the State 
Popcorn & Soda Just $2 Each!

UPCOMING
FRIDAY NIGHT FLICKS 

AT THE STATE!
ARMY OF DARKNESS"

FRIDAY, APRIL 12
BATMAN BEGINS

FRIDAY, APRIL 19

WARGAMESPG
FRIDAY, APRIL 26

THE PRINCESS BRIDE"
FRIDAY, MAY 3

NMC students FREE with valid ID!

Tickets Omy $3 or 2 for $5

FOR COMPLETE MOVIE LISTINGS: STATETHEATRETC.ORG or 24-HR HOTLINE 231-947-4800
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A pessimist's blood type is 
always B-negative

When Cannibals ate a 
missionary', they got a taste of 

religion

Don't join dangerous cults. 
Practice safe sects!

You feel stuck with your debt if 
you can't budge it.

When two egotists meet, it's an 
I for an I.
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It was an emotional wedding.
■ Even the cake was in tiers.

The magician got so mad he 
pulled his hare out.

h----------- ---- - - -- ------------- ---
I I really do have a photographic 
I memory -- I just haven't 
. developed it yet.

Two silk worms had a race. 
They ended up in a tie.
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The frustrated cannibal threw 
up his hands.
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When the TV repairman got 
married the reception was

excellent.

h----------
A dog gave birth to puppies 

near the road and was ticketed
for littering.

k----------

The man who fell into an 
upholstery machine is fully

recovered.
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A noun and a verb were dating 
but they broke up because the 

noun was too possessive.

Did you hear about the guy 
whose whole left side was cut 

off? He's all right now.

s tearable 
t for you

It's not that the man did not 
know how to juggle, he just 
didn't have the balls to do it.

I'm glad I know sign language, 
it's pretty handy.

The best way to talk to a fish is 
to drop them a line.
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I The experienced carpenter 
I really nailed it, but the new guy 
■ screwed everything up.

► - - - -------
I A hole has been found in the 
I nudist camp wall. The police are 
I looking into it.

h - ---------
I used to be addicted to soap,

I but I'm clean now.

What did the grape say when it 
got stepped on? Nothing - but it 

let out a little whine.

I Einstein developed a theory 
I about space, and it was about 
, time too.

h - - --------
I What's the definition of a will? 
I (It's a dead giveaway).

h - - - - - - - - - -
I If you don't pay your exorcist 
I you get repossessed

h - - - - ------
| Two hats were hanging on a hat rack in 
■ the hallway. One hat says to the other,

'You stay here, I'll go on a head/
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International Student profile: Ryan Reynolds

PICTURED ABOVE IS RYAN REYNOLDS FROM CANADA■JANE SMITH
International Client Relations Manager

Ryan Reynolds is an international student at NMC, hailing from the far-off lands of 
Canada. Coming to Traverse City, a highly-revered, sophisticated metropolis, was one of the 
hardest trials of Reynolds’ life. A foreign country where people could not properly utilize 
“eh” was difficult to adapt to, but Reynolds knew the benefits he would reap at NMC would 
endure a lifetime. Such realization inspired the formidable decision, and Reynolds resolved 
that an Associates Degree in Arts and Sciences from NMC would make the future bright.

Because Traverse City is the cultural epicenter of the world, and NMC is the leader in 
academic innovation—educating leaders of yesterday, today, and tomorrow—no other 
institutions were even considered, and Reynolds, along with his wife Blake Lively, were 
enthused to make the big move. Lively, coming from the small town of Los Angeles, also was 
eager to be cultured by the refinement of Traverse Cityans.

Currently, Reynolds is completing his first semester at NMC, and already raves about his 
experience, saying, “NMC is amazing, everything I dreamed, hoped, and imagined it would 
be. The education is unparalleled, professors are world-renowned, and students possess some 
of the brightest minds one can ever encounter.”

Reynolds would love to get involved in student groups, especially the NMC International 
Club because they are the coolest kids on the block, but for some reason, when Reynolds and 
Lively go out in public, everyone stares at them, and it gets uncomfortable. They hope more 
time in Traverse City will make them more civilized and eradicate such experiences.

Lively has resolved to be a stay-at-home wife to best support her husband in his academic 
pursuits, and enjoys cooking, cleaning, and looking pretty. When not in class, Reynolds 
enjoys his time eating the food his wife cooks, making messes, and exploring the vibrant 
campus and metropolis he now calls home.

Reynolds, like many others, has found his destiny here. Traverse City is so wonderful, 
there is absolutely no time to miss home, because there are so many entertaining things to do, 
amazing food to eat, and people to socialize with. Reynolds says that his time at NMC has 
been an enlightening affair, and Traverse City is the place to be.

"NMC is amazing, everything I dreamed, 
hoped, and imagined it would be. The 

education is unparalleled, professors are 
world-renowned, and students possess 

some of the brightest minds one can ever 
encounter."

-Ryan Reynolds
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The Hawk Owl's fight against the living dead
ISIR ALISTAIR VON HOENHIEM

Thrall of the Pines

The Hawk Owl was 
recently named as NMC’s 
mascot, an apt creature due 
to its traits as a diurnal, 
non-migratory bird, but few 
people know of the plight 
surrounding this bird and 
the community at large. The 
Hawk Owl is not originally 
a northern owl but hails 
from the Caribbean, with 
its greatest concentration in 
Haiti. The Hawk Owl 
preys on a multitude 
of creatures including 
small rodents,
mammals, and 
varieties of bird. As 
a measure to combat 
zombification on the 
island, French settlers 
in the 17th century 
trained these Owls to 
combat the plague of 
the living dead. The 
hunting was performed the 
same way many hawks are 
able to kill larger mammals: 
with a sharp downward 
plunge to the vertebrae that 
connects to the back of the 
skull.

The craze of zombie 
hunting became such 
a prominent aspect of 
the French-Caribbean’s 
culture that the bird was 
introduced to the French- 
Canadians and henceforth 
the bird has had a strong 
foothold in the northern 
climes. Generations of 
selective breeding for 
zombie-hunting Hawk

Owls has however proven 
troublesome here at home 
where, thanks in no small 
part to our potholes, 
zombies have not been 
much of an issue. For the 
past four years Traverse 
City’s annual 5 k Zombie 
Run has been met with 
extreme opposition from 
the skies. “These birds 
can be very dangerous,”

"People show up every year 
to have a good time, the last 

thing we want is to have these 
Owls causing a panic, turning

a cherished ghoul parade 
into a stampede of terrified 

civilians."

says Ted McDoorgaan, 
one of the organizers of 
the Zombie Run, “People 
show up every year to 
have a good time, the last 
thing we want is to have 
th ese owls causing a panic, 
turning a cherished ghoul 
parade into a stampede of 
terrified civilians.” Ted has 
petitioned the local DNR 
office to do something 
about this situation, but 
they simply don’t seem to 
give a hoot about it. This 
issue isn’t isolated just to 
the Halloween season. 
Often beleaguered college 
students are common prey 
for this avian attacker,

with peak injury times 
occurring during final 
exam periods. Miles 
Prower, a student at NMC 
describes his own assault 
as “Absolutely horrific, 
they all descended on me 
in a swarm, I didn’t know 
what to do—I didn’t know 
what to do!” The owls are 
keen on detecting signs of 
fatigue, slouching postures, 

moaning, bellyaching, 
feet dragging and dark 
rings around the eyes. 
The Haitian zombies 
were reanimated to 
undergo physical labor 
and so overflowing 
backpacks also trigger 
the kill instinct in these 
owls. Medical students 
at NMC are advised to 
refrain from studying 
outdoors, images 

of human anatomy or 
vocalizing the word “brains” 
will quickly have you under 
the beak of the Hawk Owl.

Only time will tell 
if the Hawk Owl will 
go down in history as K 
Michigan’s shield against 
the zombie apocalypse or 
a mere menace to students 
and trick-or-treaters. 
Regardless, we encourage 
the community to know 
hoo you’re dealing with, 
and take step to avoid 
resembling a zombie. Your 
life could depend on it.

How to. fit a bachelor's degree
BSBMk into your busy schedule

□ Call or visit Central Michigan University's Global 
Campus in Traverse City & Online 

Local evening and weekend classes allow time for work, family, & friends 
Online options for many courses and programs 
Compressed terms so you finish in less time 
Books and library materials delivered to you

A microbiology lesson
IGRELL MICHAELIS

Butler
Biology is 4c «udy of life dial - ud any subdivisions such as Mirmhioingy. be Cao y.

e. In the I ad) and I9ch a
s known u cdl theory. Cell theoty is comprised of: Cell, are ihe building blocks of 
Is come from other cell by division. Another one of the big breakthroughs in 4e

Choose the Bachelor's degree 
that's right for you

Administration 
Community Development 
Elementary Education 
Health Sciences

Leadership 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Public Administration

>■
IP 1

Take your Associate's degree to the next level

Our center staff, online specialists, and caring, dedicated faculty are ready to 
build on your current studies and help you every step of the way from your 
first questions to graduation and beyond.

Apply for positions you couldn't even dream of before!

CENTRAL MICHIGAN 
UNIVERSITY

I Get started today!
Call 231-995-1756 
Traverse.City@cmich.edu

NMC
University

Center

Opening New Doors

cmich.edu/TraverseCity CMU is an AA/EO institution (see 
cmich.edu/aaeo). 35285b 11/12
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The pathway to your future begins 
at Grand Valley in Traverse City!
Wherever you’ve been, wherever you’re going, an undergraduate or 
graduate degree from Grand Valley State University in Traverse City 
will help you get where you want to be.

• Start fresh or use previously earned 
college credits

• Convenient evening, hybrid, and 
online courses

• Take classes close to where you 
work and live

• Small class sizes mean personalized 
attention

Learn more today!
www.gvsu.ed u/tra verse 
nminfo@gvsu.edu 
(231) 995-1785

“'I was able to blend the coursework that I took 
at another university with the classes that I was 
interested in through the liberal studies program.
I could really tailor my major to reflect the interests 
that I had in things like psychology, sociology, 
and communications. It really prepared me for 
graduate-level research."

-JESSICA DOERR
LIBERAL STUDIES, CLASS OF 2010 
MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK STUDENT

NMC
University

Center GrandVviiey 
State University

TRAVERSE CITY 
REGIONAL CENTER
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Mecha becomes reality with NASA's new power suit
IGRELL MICHAELIS

Butler

NASA is coming up with a new power suit that 
can help astronauts work and live in space. It is a 
man-sized suit that will help astronauts exercise by 
providing resistance and helping them lift heavy 
objects. This development will lead to longer space 
flights, and will create more room in a spacecraft 
because exercise equipment won’t be needed. While 
developing a power suit, NASA also unveiled their 
new “space walker,” which is like the power suit except 
it is 20 meters tall and is capable of holding various 
tools. This is part of NASA’s “colossus project,” which 
involves developing giant robotic power suits to aid 
astronauts in the construction of large space stations.

These giant metal beasts will look completely 
human, but have interchangeable parts such as 
different hands and legs to fit various jobs. The 
robots have V-shaped antennae on their foreheads 
for communication with other suits. The jetpacks on 
their backs allow them to be very mobile in space. The 
military is taking note of these giant robots and their 
defensive capabilities, though NASA currently has no 
intention of allowing them to be used for war by any 
country. The robot suits use a special type of reactor 
that allows for high energy output with low emissions 
so they are environmentally friendly; if they ever have 
to work back on earth, they won’t cause any pollution. 
These clean reactors are being looked at by car 
companies as well because of their high-energy output 
and practically nonexistent emissions. NASA plans on

using these giant robots to create space stations big 
enough to support people for longer periods of time 
and maybe even permanent settlements whether it be 
on the moon or floating in space.

Bob Johnson, second in command for the project, 
said, “These robots will help mankind in the future 
and let us explore areas that were unsafe before.”

Johnson mentioned that they can be adapted 
to any environment, but NASA is still working on 
improvements. He also jokingly remarked that these 
robots might spark toy companies to make model kits 
of them, but in the current stage they don’t look like 
any of the robots from science fiction. The first model 
of these giant robots will be called “Prometheus” and 
will go into full-scale production in one year. If the 
first batch goes well then NASA may sell them to 
other companies for their space projects. NASA hopes 
that in the future, these robots will aid in deep space 
and possibly deep-sea exploration. The possibility 
of transforming robots is up for debate for the near 
future. It was hinted that maybe these robots will allow 
people to control them with brain waves, allowing 
for more precise control and quicker reaction times. 
Robots that can transform into jets or even parts of the 
space station themselves would prove useful or just end 
up looking really cool according to Mr. Johnson. Only 
time will tell how much potential these robots have.

524

We specialize in the needs of adult and transfer students. DU offers 
you personal, timely attention to help you get where the world is going.

A knowledgeable professional will guide you to your degree plan.

A personal financial aid counselor will work with you on financial aid.

• Transfer scholarships up to $6,000

• Apply by May 10 for the full-tuition President’s Transfer Scholarship

We will partner with you! We’re at a campus near you with courses 
scheduled for adults.

Get where the world is going
(D) Davenport university

2200 Dendrinos Drive, Ste. 104, Traverse City | 800-686-1600 | davenport.edu/apply

*
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CRIMINAL JUSTICE, B.S.

NMC
University

Center

The Criminal Justice program combines training and education to 
prepare men and women for a professional career in the criminal 
justice system in Michigan and throughout the country. Class work 
is designed to enhance experiential learning and give students a 
balance of practical and theoretical learning they can apply in work 
situations. Students will receive a general education in criminal 
justice with the flexibility of selecting courses to focus on specific 
technical skills. This generalist option prepares graduates to seek 
federal, state and/or local criminal justice agency employment or 
admission to law school or graduate school.
Apply online at www.ferris.edu/statewide.

Call our office at 
(231) 995-1734 

or (866) 857-1954 to 
make an appointment with 

an academic advisor.

Choose now. Your tomorrow starts today.
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Northern Michigan gets flipped the bird
I JONATHON HENRY KERBY-MILLER III

Cheif Trouble Maker

Angry birds are back with a vengeance. A new, foul- 
mouthed phenomenon has been recently sweeping the 
campus of NMC. Returning raunchier than ever, the 
swear birds have returned for the summer spreading 
mischief and obscenities to anything that moves. It 
wasn’t long ago when people could simply look to the 
Internet or distant relatives for more offensive material 
than any decent person could ask for or care to know 
about. Nowadays, the average citizen can find all of 
that outside his or her own kitchen window, or on their 
morning commute.

For anyone who doesn’t know about the origins 
of the swear birds, it all started as a military-grade 
experiment in which cybernetic birds with enhanced 
hearing and memory could discreetly fly in and 
monitor enemy activity without being noticed. These 
northern Michigan varieties of birds were the first 
phase in full scale testing after researchers were able to 
breed and train a grasshopper capable of hearing and 
reciting H.P. Lovecraft’s “The Nameless City”—an 
impressive feat, even by human standards. And with the 
unprecedented success of such military breakthroughs 
as the armored swan, several lobbyists were more than

happy to provide the funding.
This was going to be the greatest breakthrough in

military hardware since the bomb-sniffing dolphin. But

everything went terribly wrong when allegedly, a group 
of interns took it upon themselves to teach the birds 
words they thought were amusing. The result was a lab 
full of birds shouting phrases that one could only find 
on Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.. The entire 
project had to be scrapped, due to the fact that all the 
birds could remember and say were curses, therefore 
rendering them useless for fieldwork, not to mention a

PR disaster for the entire defense contract. Days after 
the incident, the project was abandoned, and no one 
wanted to deal with the birds, so they were set free; 
the researchers assumed they would all die off in a 
matter of months. They were wrong, and furthermore, 
the birds foul-mouthed genes could be passed on, and 
unlike the explosive muskrat, the swear bird population 
exploded from a little over a dozen to several hundred.

The swear bird may have the mouth (or rather 
beak) of a sailor, but what most fail to consider is how 
uncommonly rare the bird is. Scientists everywhere 
insist the birds have their own redeeming qualities. For 
instance, the grasshopper that recited classical horror 
stories pushes new boundaries for the science of 
memory in humans.

In Lansing, lawmakers are currently looking 
toward a more permanent solution to the swear bird 
debacle. There has even been talk of a potential swear 
bird sanctuary on the Aero Park campus, but no 
decision will be announced for at least several more 
months. Until then, whether the birds make you 
amused or offended, they’re here for the summer.

PEOPLE COME HERE BECAUSE THEY'RE LOOKING FOR SOMETHING. It’s all about discovery. What they 

find is a challenge—something unexpected—that opens up new frontiers. Those discoveries will be 

explored with new friends and by looking at things in new ways Go West. Discover. Explore. This is one 

ol America's gi'eaT universities A lot of people who have become successful—skilled, happy, wealthy and 

powerful—started by heading West.

Western Michigan University. It's your turn to GRAB THE REINS. western Michigan 
University
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Former Disney executive spills secrets
I ELIZABETH LEBOTH

Bookie

The literature market is currently being flooded with 
a variety of celebrity biographies and memoirs, but 
none of them can compare to a new memoir written 
by former Disney executive Ron Edward Allen. In his 
book, “Disney Darlings,” he exposes the real lives of 
former and current Disney celebrities.

Each chapter in his memoir is devoted to a different 
star, including the likes of Vanessa Hudgens, Selena 
Gomez, Zac Efron, Brenda Song, Miley Cyrus, and 
Debbie Ryan.

Even Disney stars cannot escape the rampant rumors 
that come through the Hollywood press, which makes 
a lot of the exposed secrets not all that surprising, 
although there are certainly a few shocking accusations.

The most interesting aspect of the Disney celebrity ■ 
life that Allen goes into is how much goes into the 
fans’ perception of each celebrity. Every interview, 
nearly every sighting, and almost all rumors leaked to 
the media are strategic plans set into place by a web 
of publicists that strictly work with Disney and their 
actors and musicians.

“Most fans don’t realize that 90 percent of what 
they are seeing is pure fluff. They seem to think they 
actually know their favorite celebrity, but they only 
know what the publicists want them to know,” stated

Allen in the memoir’s introduction.
The scariest thing Allen exposes is how controlled 

the celebrities are by their publicity team.
“Everything from how they dress, what they say, 

where they go, and even who they date can be directly 
linked to the pure Disney image that their publicists 
push on them,” says Allen. “It is hardly surprising that 
most Disney celebrities ‘crash and burn’ following their 
exit from Disney. Often it has been years since these 
people have had control of their lives, so gaining so 
much freedom so quickly often goes to their heads, 
and for some reason they always think their Disney 
reputation will protect them.”

However, as Allen explained, while Disney will work 
to solve any sort of bad publicity that touches their 
current employees, they will not go to the same lengths 
for their former employees.

“As soon as a young celebrity is done with their 
contract with Disney, they are immediately pushed out 
the door, and Disney wants nothing to do with them 
any longer,” says Allen.

Since the book was published, the backlash from 
Hollywood has been severe.

“The book is absurd,” said a spokesperson for Selena 
Gomez.

“Allen’s novel should be moved from the memoir 
section to the fiction section of the bookstore,” said a 
representative of Miley Cyrus.

“Allen is a former employee of Disney and was 
quite disgruntled when he left the company. The 
care and appreciation Disney has for our employees 
is unquestionable, and Allen’s book is littered with 
falsehoods,” said a publicist for Disney.

Allen has, and will continue to, defend the 
truthfulness of his memoir, he said. “Of course they 
are complaining. I am exposing everything they have 
ever tried to hide from people. After all this time would 
anyone expect Disney to own up to the way they treat 
their employees?”

One thing for certain is that Allen’s book is juicier 
and more interesting than any other memoir on the 
market, and allows readers, for the first time, to see 
what it is really like to be a “Disney Darling.”

TV series haiku!
I BLACK NARCISSUS

Director of Chaos

How to fit a bachelor's degree 
into your busy schedule

90210
Rich California 

Life is drugs, sex, indie pop 
Skinny white women

Marvin Marvin

Famous alien
How did he get so famous? 

Go back to YouTube

Call or visit Central Michigan University's Global 
Campus in Traverse City & Online

Local evening and weekend classes allow time for work, family, & friends 
Online options for many courses and programs 
Compressed terms so you finish in less time 
Books and library materials delivered to you

0 Choose the Bachelor's degree 
that's right for you

Dexter
Only kills bad ones 

He ain’t no Jeffrey Dahmer 
Sex is still weird though

Comic Book Men

Kevin Smith and friends 
Play with old toys on TV 

Strangely compelling

House Hunters International

Living in China
With mac and cheese and Netflix 

What a transition

Administration 
Community Development 
Elementary Education 
Health Sciences

Leadership 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Public Administration

CTPDE1 Take your Associate's degree to the next levelCJ
Our center staff, online specialists, and caring, dedicated faculty are ready to 
build on your current studies and help you every step of the way from your 
first questions to graduation and beyond.

fji Apply for positions you couldn't even dream of before!

/^KXI I Get started today!
Call 231-995-1756 
Traverse.City@cmich.eduCENTRAL MICHIGAN 
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cmich.edu/TraverseCity CMU is an AA/EO institution (see 
cmich.edu/aaeo). 35285b 11/12
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